Kim Il Sung North Korean Leader
kim il sung and the dprk- ussr- prc triangle: the creation ... - woojoo kim 3 introduction kim il sung, kim
jung il, and kim joung-un constitute a north korean dynasty. from the foundation of country in 1948 to the
present, over sixty years, north korean leadership has kim il-sung | biography & facts | britannica - kim ilsung: kim il-sung, communist leader of north korea from 1948 until his death in 1994. he was the country’s
premier from 1948 to 1972, chairman of its dominant korean workers’ party from 1949, and president and
head of state from 1972. learn more about kim’s life and career in this article. history of revolutionary
activities of president kim il sung - kim il sung, the great leader of the korean people, was the author of
the juche idea and songun idea, pioneer of the revolutionary cause of juche, founder of socialist korea and
eternal president of the democratic people’s kim il sung - korea-dpr - kim il sung was born in mangyongdae,
pyongyang city, on april 15, juche 1 (1912)1. all the members of kim il sung’s family were revolutionaries who
fought valorously for the sovereignty and independence of the country, and for the freedom and happiness of
the people. kim ung u, his great-grandfather, was a patriot who stood in the van anecdotes of kim il sung’s
life 1 - kim il sung arrived at the camp, and immediately headed for a cabin where some 50 typhoid cases
were housed. “don’t come in! i beg you!” one shouted, scrambling out towards the door. he was choe hyon,
now reduced to a skeleton. kim il sung came up to him and clasped his hands, which were being withdrawn
beneath the blanket. choe’s eyes were thank you father kim il sung - uscirf - “thank you, father kim il
sung” is the first phrase north korean parents are instructed to teach to their children. from cradle to grave,
north korean citizens are surrounded by the all-encompassing presence of the “great leader” and his son, the
“dear leader” kim jong il. quotes from chairman kim il sung - 1 kim il sung, “let us repudiate the ‘left’
adventurist line and follow the revolutionary organizational line: speech delivered at the meeting of party and
young communist league cadres held at mingyuegou, yanji county,” meeting between stalin and kim il
sung march 05, 1949 - kim il sung says that after the liberation of korea by soviet troops, the soviet
government and the soviet army rendered aid to korea in the matter of economic development, in the matter
of the development of korea along the democratic path, and that the korean government understands the
watershed that wasn’t: re-evaluating kim il sung’s ... - the watershed that wasn’t: re-evaluating kim il
sung’s “juche speech” of 1955 by brian myers for decades foreign observers have regarded kim il sung’s socalled juche speech of 1955 as a watershed in his country’s ideological history—the first public occasion on
which the dictator spoke of the nationalist concept of juche. kim il sung - collectionsn - kim il sung let us
intensify the anti-imperialist, anti-u.s. struggle the treatise published in the first issue of the "tricontinental,"·
the theoretical organ of the organization of solidarity of the peoples of asia, africa and latin america, august
12, 1967 foreign languages publishing ho use cult of personality: north korea under kim il-sung - the
process by which both communism and kim il-sung rose to power in korea was a combination of foreign
influences, shrewd political manipulation, and a bit of luck, rather than a “glorious revolutionary struggle”, as
put forth by north korean state media. north korea international documentation project working ... north korea international documentation project ... kim il sung, the juche ideology, ... the north korea
international documentation project working paper series christian f. ostermann, series editor this paper is one
of a series of working papers published by the north korea
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